EarthSmart™ Eclipse 15 mil
100% Biodegradable, 100% Recyclable,
Blockout Banner Material for UV Flatbed Printers.
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The VersaCoater™ PhotoMate is designed to coat photo projects like portraits, wedding photos, personalized photo albums
and other custom photo projects. Capable of processing speeds up to 100 ft. (30m) / minute, the VersaCoater™ PhotoMate’s
dual path engineering can create your choice of Smooth, Artisan, Fine Canvas, Linen or Leather textured finishes on the same
machine*. An optional custom proofing roller can also watermark proofs with your shop’s logo or other custom watermark.
EarthSmart™ Eclipse is non-PVC blockout banner material for
UV-flatbed printers. Its high tensile strength and blockout layer
make it an ideal choice for durable display and banner stand
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Advanced engineering for a wide range of photo/print applications

Built-in versatility
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delivers Smooth*, Artisan, Fine Canvas, Linen, or Leather textures at speeds up to 100 fpm (30 mpm); or up to 4500 pages
per hour (with optional feeder). The multi tank carousel allows you to switch between different coatings. An optional multi path
feature allows you to run two different coatings at the same time.
us toll free 1-800-280-6013
canada toll free 1-800-353-2883
A compact footprint and easy-to-operate features reduce space and staff training costs, making the VersCoater™ PhotoMate
a lower cost to own machine than competitors’ models. Automated
up and shutdown, semi-automatic cleaning and
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automatic drain, UV lamp ready monitor and a filtered coating re-circulating
system all make operating the PhotoMate efficiently
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and managing project production easier.

Low cost of ownership

